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Walter Elias Disney was a multiple academy award-winning American film producer,
director, screenwriter, voice actor, animator, entrepreneur and philanthropist. During
the twentieth century Disney was the influence in the field of entertainment. Disney
was know for his film making and being a showman, not only that but a name of a theme
park and an innovator in animation.

"We felt that the public, and especially the children, like animals that are cute and little.
I think we are rather indebted to Charlie Chaplin for the idea. We wanted something
appealing, and we thought of a tiny bit of a mouse that would have something of the
wistfulness of Chaplin — a little fellow trying to do the best he could. When people laugh
at Mickey Mouse, it's because he's so human; and that is the secret of his popularity. I
only hope that we don't lose sight of one thing — that it was all started by a mouse."
Walt Disney
Steam Boat Willie
was the first sound
cartoon that
involved Mickey
Mouse. The entire
cartoon is in black
and white and only
involves sounds and
music. Being one of
the first sound
cartoons this must
have been amusing
to many kids at a
young age. Steam
boat Willie was a
very big hit in the
old days but is all
but forgotten now.

In the old day
they only had
black and
white cartoons
or even
movies. I
guess they did
not have
enough money
to afford color
at the time.

Walt Disney’s Picture
1954
Mickey Mouse was created by Walt Disney and a friend Ub Iwerks
and voice by Walt Disney. Mickey Mouse is a animated animal
cartoon mouse who has become a icon of the Walt Disney company.
Mickey Mouse became one of the most known characters ever
around the world and will never be forgotten.
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